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LAURA BURLESON
LAURABURLESON.COM

Fashion, design, art and architecture… Are all variations on a creative
theme. Some of the best furnishing collections are born from fashion icons,
often causing a tidal wave of symbiotic brand revival. I absolutely love
the Hooker-Rowley collaboration for that exact reason—an unexpected
brand pairing that stops you in your tracks. The Fleur de Glee bench
is… Unmistakably Rowley in pattern yet shows off the refined upholstery
elements for which Hooker is known. Add in the modern lines and jewelrylike metalwork detailing and you’re poised for perfection. As a fluent
Francophile… I love the name and inherent playfulness associated with the
bench. Whimsical upholstery meets modern metal—it’s the juxtaposition that
makes us stop and ponder. Interiors should not exist on a single axis…
But reflect the many moods and facets of personalities. Without creativity…
Design becomes predictable and expected. Here, I’m so attracted to the
hard, modern silhouette coupled with the floral, feminine pattern.

GEORGIA ON
OUR MIND
THE PIECE: Georgia Chairs
THE DESIGNER: Kate Spade New York
FIND IT: katespade.com
THE INSPIRATION: Flaunting Kate Spade’s signature bows and
polka dots, the Georgia chair playfully collides the two elements
with ultra-refined results—just one example of this much-anticipated
debut collection with E.J. Victor.

LINDSAY CHAMBERS

LINDSAYCHAMBERS.COM

I find this collection to be… Confident, playful and feminine. It has
a timeless Hepburn-like quality without alienating those who lean
toward masculine design. I’m at my creative best when… I am pushing
the boundaries, and Kate Spade’s new furniture line does just that,
apparent in the bow tie back detailing—a distinct motif of the company
reinterpreted for an instant-classic dining chair. I am attracted to
the bold… Example of Kate Spade’s ability to marry two of their most
signature elements together: bows and polka-dots. The chairs
embody… The brand’s embrace on the interiors world, displaying both
formality and playfulness alongside masculine and feminine notes.
The sweep of the legs is very distinctive… And the black-and-white
polka-dot pattern speaks to confidence and individuality.

SITTING
PRETTY
THE PIECE: Fleur de Glee Bench
THE DESIGNER: Cynthia Rowley
FIND IT: hookerfurniture.com
THE INSPIRATION: Fashion designer Cynthia Rowley rocks
the design world yet again with her latest foray into furnishings.
Part of a collection comprised of sporty, curious and pretty
categories, the Fleur de Glee bench is clad in one of the
designer’s iconic floral prints and resides in the pretty realm.

